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1. Introducing British Columbia’s
Water Sector

1.1 Overview
In Vancouver, an engineer is installing water-efficient fixtures and greywater recycling
technologies in new buildings. Outside Williams Lake, a crew of forestry workers has
brought in heavy equipment to decommission an obsolete logging road. Throughout the
Great Bear Rainforest, Coastal Guardian Watchmen are monitoring the lands and waters in
their territories to uphold Indigenous laws and ensure resources are sustainably managed.
While the link between these activities might not be immediately obvious, they have
one thing in common: all involve jobs that directly support better outcomes for healthy
watersheds. And, healthy watersheds in turn fuel British Columbia’s economic engines.
From agriculture, to tourism, to mining, to clean energy, the province’s economy and
wealth directly depend on clean fresh water and functioning watersheds.
British Columbia’s watershed sector is already extensive and primed for growth. Over
the next year alone, the $27 million in provincial stimulus funding being invested in
watershed initiatives will create 750 jobs in more than 60 projects across the province.1
The provincial government has a unique opportunity to leverage existing investments and
accelerate momentum, put British Columbians to work in meaningful watershed careers,
support Indigenous employment, and position itself as a global leader in securing healthy
watersheds.

This report daylights the watershed sector in BC and the significant
opportunities for growth. It:
1. Maps and describes the current employment and
economic impact of BC’s watershed sector;
2. Showcases stories of innovative watershed jobs in
action; and,
3. Highlights the watershed sector’s growth potential.

1

Watershed Sector vs Water-Reliant Economic Activity
The watershed sector encompasses activities that directly support the maintenance,
restoration, or improvement of healthy watersheds. As characterized in this research, the
watershed sector is distinct from, but foundational to, the range of reliant economic activities
that depend on healthy watersheds, whether for growing food, generating hydropower,
operating mines, managing forests, or supporting BC’s world-renowned recreation and
tourism opportunities.
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Figure 1: BC’s Watershed Sector helps maintain and restore healthy watersheds, which in turn support diverse economic
activities in the province
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1.2 Approach and Project Process
The objective for this research was to develop an understanding and profile of the current
economic and employment contribution of BC’s watershed sector and its potential for growth.
With the help of partners and a project advisory group, the project team:
yy

defined the scope of the watershed sector in BC;

yy

assessed the current economic impact of the sector;

yy

conducted Indigenous-focused research and engagement;

yy

estimated the growth potential of the sector; and,

yy

developed this summary report.

These activities involved a mix of secondary research, key informant interviews, surveys,
and advisory group meetings to bring together a wide range of expertise. The supporting
Appendices (provided in a separate document) provide further details on the methods and
data.

A Note
About
Project
Scope

This report quantifies the watershed sector: those jobs and
activities that help sustain clean water and functioning
watersheds. It does not attempt to quantify:
yy

the scope of BC’s water-dependent industries;

yy

t he economic losses avoided by investing in watershed
health, mitigation, and nature-based solutions (e.g., costs
associated with built infrastructure and disaster response
and recovery);2

yy

the value of healthy watersheds and nature; or,

yy

t he impacts of watershed use and damage on
Indigenous cultural, economic, and social health and
well-being.
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2. The Surprising Scale of
British Columbia’s Existing
Watershed Sector

2.1 Overview
This section describes BC’s existing watershed sector, drawing primarily in 2019 data.
It quantifies direct, indirect, and induced jobs and GDP (see Figure 2 below) for the
watershed sector as a whole and for each of the identified five sub-sectors:

Watershed
Management &
Restoration

Urban Water
Management &
Infrastructure

Education,
Training, &
Capacity Building

Industrial Water
Management &
Infrastructure

Regulatory
& Public
Administration

See Appendices for further details on methodology and supporting data.
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Direct, Indirect, and Induced Effects
Direct effects are the results of the initial spending in the sector.
Indirect effects are the results of business-to-business transactions indirectly caused by
the direct effects. The positive impacts increase if investments flow to the local supply chain
of goods and services. For instance, for a salmon habitat restoration project, indirect effects
may include: sales from a local native plant nursery; supplies purchased at a local wholesaler
of building materials and landscaping supplies; equipment rental for a specialized excavator;
and repair and maintenance services for tools and equipment.3

Induced effects are the results of increased personal income caused by the direct and
indirect effects. This measure reflects the change in household to business economic activity.

Direct Jobs contribute
to additional

INDIRECT
JOBS

DIRECT
JOBS

BUILDING
SUPPLY

NURSERY

in Watershed Sector

Both DIRECT & INDIRECT
jobs contribute to
increased household
income, which is spent in
the community, creating
additional jobs

INDUCED
JOBS

Pam

DELI

Figure 2: Direct, Indirect, and Induced Effects
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2.2 The Overall Sector is Significant
To our knowledge, BC’s watershed sector has never been quantified. The results of this
research reveal a surprisingly large employment and economic sector.
In 2019, the watershed sector is estimated to have directly employed 27,200 people, more
broadly supported jobs for 47,9004 British Columbians, and contributed an estimated $5
billion5 to the province’s GDP.
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Figure 3: Total jobs and GDP for the watershed sector as a whole
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Precise comparisons to other sectors are not included since methods to quantify
employment vary. However, estimates show the watershed sector generates more jobs and
GDP than agriculture6 (24,700 direct jobs; $1.8 billion in GDP)7 and supports a similar level of
employment as mining and oil and gas (26,500 direct jobs).8

While this research did not quantify the extent of BC’s water-dependent
industries, a high-level scan signals how vital water is to BC’s entire
economy. For instance:
yy

 ater is an essential aspect of the tourism equation: BC’s abundant lakes, rivers, and
W
streams are a large part of its ‘supernatural’ draw. In 2018, tourism contributed $8.3
billion to BC’s GDP, with 161,500 people employed in tourism-related businesses.9

yy

 rowing food is simply not possible without clean and abundant fresh water. In 2019,
G
agriculture generated 24,700 jobs and contributed $1.8 billion in GDP.

yy

 resh water is a vital ingredient fueling BC’s booming high-value speciality beverage
F
industries, such as wineries, distilleries, and craft breweries. Craft beer, for example,
saw sales triple between 2013-17.10

In 2019, the watershed sector is
estimated to have directly employed
27,200 people, more broadly
supported jobs for 47,900 British
Columbians, and contributed
an estimated $5 billion to the
province’s GDP.

8

The watershed sector
supports a diverse spectrum
of jobs: from entry-level
to skilled; seasonal to
permanent; technical to
policy; and urban to rural.
Whether it’s a restoration
worker replanting native
wetland species, a planner
developing an urban water
conservation strategy, a
laborer installing stormwater
infrastructure, or a software
engineer designing new
water monitoring technology,
the sector supports British
Columbians at all career
stages and specialization
levels.

9
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2.3 Watershed Sector
Profiles
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Water
Management &
Restoration

JOBS
4,200

Who is
Hiring?

TOTAL

2,600
DIRECT

1,600

INDIRECT &
INDUCED

GDP

$432M
TOTAL

$254M
DIRECT

$178M

INDIRECT &
INDUCED

Main industries and employers in this subsector include:
•
•
•
•
•
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Indigenous nations
Stewardship groups
Engineering firms
Environmental consulting services
Landscape services

Water Management & Restoration
The Watershed Management and Restoration
subsector broadly encompasses activities
that protect and restore healthy functioning
ecosystems. This is the ‘boots in streams’ work
of invasive species management, ecological
restoration, and fisheries conservation. It is
a diverse field: from Conservation Officers
monitoring boats for invasive zebra mussels; to
fisheries technicians revegetating eroding river
banks; to heavy machinery operators restoring
habitat structure in salmon spawning streams.
The jobs tally and GDP for this subsector only
tell part of the story. They do not account for the
countless hours that British Columbians provide in kind to
streamkeepers and community organizations in service of restoring their home watersheds.11
Nor do the numbers quantify the substantial economic savings from this type of work (e.g.,
for every $1 invested in flood mitigation efforts, an estimated $7 to $10 is saved in postdisaster recovery costs).12
Watershed Management and Restoration is already a thriving sector in BC. Provincial funding
can help ‘mainstream’ and further leverage the work that is currently community volunteerled or sporadic in nature, provide jobs with a low barrier to entry that can lead to higherskilled environmental careers, and reap significant returns on investment.

Sector Spotlight:
Hospitality Layoffs to Wetlands Workforce,
An Early Stimulus Success Story
The BC Wildlife Federation is one of the recipients of provincial stimulus funding ($5 million)
for its “Wetlands Workforce” initiative. This project will employ an estimated 104 people and
has already hired workers from the hospitality and tourism sectors. In collaboration with other
conservation organizations and Indigenous nations, this project is deploying work pods to
plant vegetation to stabilize wetland shorelines and create habitat for fish and wildlife.
This project—and the 60 other initiatives funded through the Healthy Watersheds
Initiative13— illustrates the many opportunities within the Watershed Management
and Restoration sector to support career transitions and create new employment
opportunities for sectors and communities hard-hit by COVID-19 economic impacts and
resource industry downturns.
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Urban Water
Management &
Infrastructure

JOBS

GDP

TOTAL

TOTAL

12,700

Who is
Hiring?

6,400
DIRECT

6,300

INDIRECT &
INDUCED

$1.3B

$587M
DIRECT

$731M

INDIRECT &
INDUCED

Main industries and employers in this subsector include:
• Local governments
• Indigenous nations
• Water and sewer line-related construction
• Engineering and environmental consulting services
• Other scientific and technical consulting services
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Urban Water Management
& Infrastructure
The Urban Water Management and Infrastructure
subsector includes jobs related to natural
asset management and drinking water and
wastewater management and infrastructure.
Typical activities include maintenance workers
servicing water mains, engineers designing
state-of-the-art wastewater treatment plants,
and site preparation contractors developing
constructed wetlands for stormwater
management.
Like the Watershed Restoration subsector, the
economic figures for Urban Water Management and
Infrastructure only partially capture the sector’s value
and potential. The numbers do not include the value of natural assets, such as wetlands
and aquifers, which provide essential services at a fraction of the cost of engineered
infrastructure solutions.

Local governments across the province are increasingly incorporating natural assets
into asset management planning.14 This is a burgeoning field in BC with potential
for significant job growth in a range of occupations and career paths, including
accounting, data science and collection, planning, engagement, and education.

Sector Spotlight:
Safeguarding Natural Capital & Cost Savings
The Town of Gibsons uses natural settling ponds to manage storm runoff and create multiple
co-benefits. Without these ponds, flooding would occur, requiring costly stormwater
infrastructure.15 In 2020, Gibsons received funding to build an additional pond, which will
bolster flood control, increase outdoor recreation spaces, and replant species culturally
significant to the Skwxwu7mesh Nation.
A $1 million investment in natural assets enables the Town of Gibsons to avoid a $4 million
built infrastructure price-tag: proof of the value and cost savings of a natural asset
approach.
Recent built infrastructure solutions also demonstrate employment and innovation
opportunities. More than 650 people worked on constructing the Victoria McLoughlin Point
Wastewater Treatment Plant. A new residuals treatment facility will convert leftover sludge
into biosolids that will will fuel a cement plant and reduce reliance on fossil fuels.16
Urban water infrastructure projects generate significant employment and can achieve
multiple gains alongside improved water management, including climate mitigation.
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Industrial
Water
Management &
Infrastructure

JOBS

GDP

TOTAL

TOTAL

17,300

Who is
Hiring?

10,400
DIRECT

6,900

INDIRECT &
INDUCED

$1.8B

$1.0B

DIRECT

$755M

INDIRECT &
INDUCED

Main industries and employers in this subsector include:
• Private sector resource companies
• Silviculture and support activities for forestry
• Engineering and environmental consulting services
• Other scientific and technical consulting services
• Industrial design and watertech development
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Industrial Water Management
& Infrastructure
Industrial Water Management and Infrastructure,
currently the largest watershed subsector,
encompasses activities by industry actors (e.g.,
forestry, mining, oil and gas, hydroelectric
power, and agriculture) to mitigate impacts
on water quality and quantity, meet regulated
standards, and maintain watershed health.
These activities are critical to achieve the dual
goals of healthy watersheds and sustainable
economic growth.
In the forestry context, for instance, the sector
includes jobs replanting cutblocks and decommissioning
and rehabilitating roads. In the mining sector, it includes jobs
developing and installing wastewater treatment technologies and conducting landscapelevel restoration. In the hydroelectric sector, it includes jobs constructing infrastructure
upgrades for fish passage.

Many opportunities exist for the provincial government to amplify private sector
innovations, catalyze advances in water technologies, and generate employment—
including through regulation that drives innovations and efficiencies, and financing
for commercialization of water technologies.

Sector Spotlight:
Growth Potential for BC’s Watertech
BC is already home to several successful watertech enterprises, leading research institutions,
and companies. With its growing emphasis on freshwater secuirty and proximity to
international markets and western US tech hubs, BC is an attractive home for watertech
companies wanting to locate or launch and grow.17
By addressing identified barriers to watertech growth (including capital for
commercialization), and implementing catalyzing programs and reforms (e.g., technology
sandbox programs), BC can accelerate innovation and position itself as an attractive hub
for a growing suite of watertech companies.
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Education,
Training, &
Capacity
Building

JOBS
2,900

Who is
Hiring?

TOTAL

2,100

DIRECT

800

INDIRECT &
INDUCED

GDP

$273M
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$186M
DIRECT

$87M

INDIRECT &
INDUCED

Main industries and employers in this subsector include:
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•

Training and educational institutions

•

Non-profit organizations

•

Philanthropic organizations

Education, Training,
& Capacity Building
British Columbia has an active hub of world-class
watershed education, training, and capacitybuilding institutions and programs.18 Colleges,
universities, and trade schools are equipping
the next generation of watershed leaders
and workers in the fields of restoration, fish
and wildlife, science, enforcement, civil
engineering, law, and beyond.
British Columbia also has a flourishing nonprofit and philanthropic sector focused on water
and healthy watersheds, with dozens of leading
organizations and university programs that provide vital
research, capacity supports, advocacy, and expertise across
the sector and to all levels of governments and communities.

Though relatively small in direct economic contribution, this subsector underpins
the success of the entire watershed sector and is critical to driving innovation and
new solutions. It trains the skilled workforce needed across the range of industries,19
provides research and practical solutions to pressing problems, builds public
awareness and water literacy, and develops an increasingly sophisticated and
professional water field. This is an area where additional provincial government
investment will leverage and amplify existing philanthropic investments and yield
substantial cross-cutting benefits.

Sector Spotlight:
First Nations Stewardship Technicians Training Program
This training program is a partnership between Coastal First Nations-Great Bear Initiative and
Vancouver Island University. It provides Indigenous community members with applied skills
and knowledge to work in the field of resource stewardship, blending cultural awareness
and leadership courses with industry-certified technical courses in environmental monitoring
and archeological inventory. It also provides university credit courses on compliance
communications and park administration.20 Program alumni are working in diverse positions
including Coastal Guardian Watchmen, fisheries technicians, heritage surveyors, and
environmental monitors.21
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Regulatory
& Public
Administration

JOBS

GDP

TOTAL
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10,700

Who is
Hiring?

5,800
DIRECT
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INDIRECT &
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$1.1B

$651M
DIRECT

$495M
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INDUCED

Main industries and employers in this subsector include:
• Federal government
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•

Indigenous nations and organizations

•

Provincial government

•

Local governments (municipal and regional)

Regulatory & Public Administration
This sector includes watershed-related jobs in
federal, provincial and local governments, and
in Indigenous nations and organizations. Each
of these authorities has responsibilities for
different aspects of watershed management
and decision making. From land use planning
and permitting, to regulating instream water
use, to fisheries, policy development, and
compliance and enforcement, the public
sector is essential in governing and maintaining
healthy watersheds.

Many opportunities exist to strengthen the
public sector’s role in advancing watershed
security and to support new positions and
competencies across all levels of government.
For instance, within the provincial government, bolstering the number of staff working in land
use and water planning, compliance and enforcement, watershed science, and supporting
governance tables will be critical to realizing success on commitments to watershed security,
land use planning, reconciliation, and UNDRIP implementation. Local governments like the
Regional District of Nanaimo demonstrate what is possible with strengthened local capacity
for watershed programs, including hiring staff, achieving significant funding leverage,22
developing cutting-edge watershed science, reducing water consumption, building
watershed security, and increasing public engagement.
The Spotlight box on the following page, highlights opportunities for supporting Indigenousled initiatives, self-determination, and employment in the watershed sector, with an emphasis
on addressing barriers in provincial and federal funding programs.
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Sector Spotlight:
Addressing Funding Barriers to
Indigenous-led Initiatives and Employment
Opportunity: Indigenous nations are at the leading edge of watershed governance,
stewardship, and management in their territories: implementing watershed plans; revitalizing
Indigenous laws and governance systems; and restoring fish habitat are just a few examples
of the diverse activities underway. With the growth in Indigenomics and the national $100
billion Indigenous economic agenda,23 a significant opportunity exists to support Indigenousled initiatives, economic activity, and employment opportunities across the watershed sector.
Current Funding Barriers: While there is significant opportunity, Indigenous nations
continue to experience ongoing resourcing inequities and barriers to employment and
trainings.24 A number of fundamental issues with provincial and federal funding programs
need to be addressed to fulfil commitments to Indigenous nation-building and selfdetermination, and to support the conditions for long-term employment. For instance:
yy

Short-term, intermittent funding programs are often difficult for Indigenous nations to
access and generate limited (and precarious) employment opportunities.

yy

Funding applications and reporting requirements are often unnecessarily challenging and
time consuming.

yy

Communities often have to ‘react’ and shape their work to fit provincial and federal
funding interests and criteria, which do not always align with community needs and goals
or consider Indigenous Knowledge.

yy

Provincial and federal governments predetermine funding allocations without input or
decisions by Indigenous nations.

Key Actions to Help Address
Current Funding
Barriers

1

Shift to stable, dedicated funding. A critical shift is needed away from short-

term, one-off funding programs to long-term, stable, and predictable resourcing. This
can enable Indigenous nations to direct funds to where they are needed most and support
long-term employment, governance, and programs in line with community goals, priorities,
and desired relationships with land and water.

Provide wraparound supports. Funding for job training needs to take a
holistic approach to preparing participants for success. Many Indigenous community
members may face barriers to participate in training, such as transportation, child-care,
housing, or food security. Addressing these barriers is essential so trainees can fully engage
in their education and be set up for success when entering the workforce. Funding programs
should directly embed these types of supports (or coordinate with other programs to do so).
2
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3. A Wave of Opportunity: Growth
Potential for the Watershed
Sector

3.1 Future Scenarios
BC’s watershed sector is already a significant employer, putting tens of thousands of
British Columbians to work each year in jobs and projects that directly contribute to
watershed health. However, the demand for watershed solutions is outpacing the supply
of current services from the sector.
Pressures on water and watersheds are greater than ever and will only increase in the
coming decade. Actions to accelerate watershed sector growth and expand employment
opportunities over the next 10 years will be essential to get ahead of growing watershed
issues, create sustainable career pathways, and avoid exorbitant costs from water-related
crises and disasters.

This section looks to the future and provides a forecast for the watershed
sector’s growth potential to 2030 under two scenarios:
1

Business-as Usual
A scenario based on historical trends and current activity.

2

Watershed Security Fund Investment
A stretch growth scenario based on the additional economic impact of a $100 million/
year Watershed Security Fund.

23

Forecasting
Assumptions
and
Limitations

The forecasting draws on the approximate
allocation of the Watershed Security Fund
highlighted in a 2019 Position Paper25 to estimate
direct, indirect, and induced impacts.
The forecasting model contains the most
relevant industry codes by subsector, many
of which are used as a proxy for a longer
list of relevant industries. As such, this is a
representative but not comprehensive model of
the watershed sector.
Population growth of 1% annually is factored
into the growth rates of both scenarios, with the
exception of the Watershed Management and
Restoration and Industrial Water Management
and Infrastructure subsectors. Population is
factored into the growth of these subsectors
with a 0.5 multiplier to account for less impact of
BC’s population growth on the activities in these
subsectors.
The model is designed to estimate the impact
of the Watershed Security Fund and does
not include many other potential policies and
investments that may impact the sector.
See detailed methodology in the report
appendices.
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Scenario

1

: Business-as-Usual

In this scenario, activities in the watershed sector continue to grow along their historical
trajectory. This includes rates of investment and project activity in the past 5-15 years, trends in
post-secondary enrollment, and forecast growth rates for key occupations in the sector.
Under Business-as-Usual conditions, the watershed sector will add 7,400 new jobs26 and
contribute an additional $767 million to BC’s GDP by 2030. (See Figures 4 and 5 on page 26.)

Scenario

2

: W
 atershed Security Fund
Investment

The provincial government has established a clear mandate to “protect clean water, including
through the creation of a Watershed Security Strategy and the associated Watershed Security
Fund.”27
This commitment reflects the recommendation28 from a broad base of BC water leaders for
the provincial government to create a dedicated, sustainable funding source for watershed
partnerships and local initiatives.
The Budget 202029 and 202130 Consultation Reports also provide clear direction to create such
a Fund, recommending that the Province “Advance water sustainability in British Columbia by
providing a dedicated, sustainable, annual funding source for First Nations, local government,
local watershed protection agencies, and community partnerships.”
The Watershed Security Fund, along with other policy changes, will be pivotal in supporting
growth in the watershed sector, attracting other investments, and achieving BC’s commitments
to UNDRIP, reconciliation, rural economic recovery, and climate mitigation.
For this scenario, we calculated the projected growth of the watershed sector based on an
expenditure of $100 million annually for the next ten years through the Watershed Security
Fund, or a total contribution of $1 billion. The $100 million/year fund investment over 10
years will create 13,000 more jobs31 and contribute $1.3 billion more to provincial GDP32 by
2030 than under a business-as-usual scenario.
As a point of comparison, the cost of replacing the Pattulo Bridge over the Fraser River in
the Lower Mainland is estimated to be $1.4 billion. So for less cost than building one major
bridge,33 the provincial government can create a legacy of long-term employment and healthy
watersheds throughout the province of British Columbia.
Based on the forecasted impact of the Watershed Security Fund, potential growth is greatest in
the areas of watershed management and restoration, and in education, training, and capacity
building (see Figures 6 and 7 below ). This reflects the impacts of much-needed investment in
watershed planning, Indigenous-led initiatives and partnerships, natural asset management,
and monitoring and restoration. It also reflects capacity building in skills training, public
education, and community-based initiatives supporting hundreds of volunteer-run projects
and initiatives across the province.
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Forecasted Economic Impact of BC’s Watershed Sector
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Figure 4:
Total projected
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to 2030
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The $100 million/year fund
investment over 10 years will
create 13,000 more jobs and
contribute $1.3 billion more
to provincial GDP by 2030
than under a business-asusual scenario.
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For less cost than building
one major bridge, the
provincial government can
create a legacy of long-term
employment and healthy
watersheds throughout the
province of British Columbia.

The Province of British Columbia will be replacing the Pattulo Bridge with a new bridge at the cost of $1.4 billion
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3.2 Leverage Opportunities
The Province is not the only agency with the power to support growth in the watershed sector.
The Watershed Security Fund will play a key role in attracting other investments, including
federal funding, private sector investments, and local government capacity and resources. For
instance:

Private Sector: Greater private sector investment in clean water technologies and
environmental stewardship can be catalyzed with the reduced risk and greater certainty that
comes with government funding and policy commitments. The Fund can help accelerate
the development and implementation of new technologies and practices, such as data
management, IT and pollution abatement.
Federal Government: Multiple federal funding leverage opportunities are possible,
including funding programs for nature, fish, Indigenous Guardians, and regional economic
development.

Local Government: A handful of local governments have implemented their own
sustainable funding mechanisms for watershed planning and management. However,
others have expressed reluctance in implementing their own water and watershed funding
mechanisms without a provincial government funding source.34 The Watershed Security Fund
can bridge this gap to create funding partnerships with local governments. Local governments
that have developed watershed programs have proven very effective at leveraging additional
funds from many different sources.

Additional
Drivers of the
Watershed
Sector
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While this research did not forecast the impact of other
policy initiatives, many related provincial and federal
programs will work alongside the Watershed Security
Fund to drive employment and economic opportunities
in the watershed sector in the next decade.35
Maintaining healthy watersheds is also vital for BC
to mitigate investor risks and remain attractive to
corporations and global financial institutions. Investors
are increasingly pushing corporations to measure and
disclose water use and exposure to water risks, and
the financial sector is now considering a wide range of
business risks from nature loss, including water risks.36

4. Conclusion: British Columbia’s
Opportunity To Grow A
World-Class Watershed Sector

With its $5 billion GDP contribution and 47,900 jobs, the watershed sector in BC is a
significant driver of employment and economic activity in every corner of the province.
The sector is primed for further growth over the next decade as demand for watershed
security solutions rises.
The Watershed Security Fund will be a critical catalyst to accelerate the sector’s growth,
leverage additional investments, and multiply impacts.
The forecasted benefits of a $100 million/year Fund investment over the next decade are
significant: approximately 13,000 more jobs and an increase of $1.3 billion to provincial
GDP.
With innovative design and implementation, the Fund will be a cornerstone of
the Province’s legacy in achieving economic recovery, supporting Indigenous
economies and employment, and building a more prosperous future for all British
Columbians.
When we work for our watersheds, our watersheds work for us.
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